From gene therapy to virotherapy for ovarian cancer.
Ovarian cancer has the highest mortality of all cancers of the female reproductive system. Although progress in conventional therapies (surgery, chemotherapy and irradiation) has been achieved, the 5-year survival rate for patients with advanced stage ovarian cancer is still low. On this basis it is clear that there is a need for novel therapeutic paradigms. Targeted approaches are based on the increasing knowledge of the molecular basics of ovarian cancer. In this regard, gene therapy is a novel targeted approach for the treatment of ovarian cancer. However, current gene therapy delivery systems (viral and non-viral vectors) have to address the issues of inefficient transduction of target ovarian cancer cells and/or ectopic non-target delivery with attendant toxicity. Of note, the limited tumor transduction associated with current gene therapy interventions is due, in large part, to the fact that the employed vectors have been replication-incompetent. In this regard, human clinical trials have shown that the approach of replication-incompetent vectors has yet to succeed in ovarian cancer patients. In contrast, replication-competent viruses offer a method to achieve efficient tumor cell oncolysis (virotherapy) in ovarian cancer. Thus, in this very promising approach of virotherapy the replicating virus itself is the anti-cancer agent. This review discusses the concepts of gene therapy and virotherapy as novel targeted therapeutic approaches for the treatment of ovarian cancer.